APPLICATION TO THE NOBEL COMMITTEE
I am Philip Mikhailovich Kanarev. Russian, retired, professor. I wrote two textbooks:
1. UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK IN PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY- 460

раges.
2. THE

SCHOOL TEXTBOOK IN PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
205 раges.

BELOW IS THE TEXT OF THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THESE TEXTBOOKS IN ENGLISH. IF YOU ALSO NEED TEXTBOOKS IN ENGLISH?
LET ME KNOW. WE CAN QUICKLY TRANSLATE THEM INTO ENGLISH
USING A COMPUTER.
THE FIRST STEP OF RUSSIA FROM DEEPLY WRONG SCIENTIFIC AND
EDUCATIONAL STATE.
This version of the article is translated into English using a computer. If it needs
to be improved, the second version of the translation will be corrected by the
translator. Please let us know if this is necessary or not?
KANARYOV F. M.
Yesterday, 27.01.2021 my website http://www.microworld.su/ was unexpectedly
visited by 259 readers. It is the first Russian step from deeply wrong scientific and educational state.
Being a citizen of Russia, I feel the duty to inform Russians on a condition of
matters of state which arise and decidesimilar cases.
I already created a scientific and educational gift to all Russians of the Fatherland: The latest School Physical and chemical Textbook (205 p.) and the Latest University Physical and chemical Textbook (450 p.).
I wrote these textbooks about 10 pension years. Follows from them that the Russian textbooks existing now form such knowledge which educational documents secretly begin with the word MORONIC at the Russian youth.
School students receive MORONIC SCHOOL-LEAVING CERTIFICATES,
and engineers of all profiles - MORONIC DIPLOMAS of ENGINEERS.
It became known to the Scientific and Educational Power of Russia more than
three years ago. But she takes only the first step for correction of this state.
Dear Russians, I on the finish of life. To me 84 years. My scientific and educational intelligence and the state sense of responsibility oblige me to inform you that
scientific and educational life of Russia is more than 3 years in the WRONG INTELLECTUAL STATE.
My SCIENTIFIC and EDUCATIONAL INTELLET allows me to inform you
that my next death will not stop use of my specified textbooks worldwide.
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Involuntarily there is a question of participation of the Highest Government of RUSSIA in regulation of this question. Its participation spontaneously becomes history of this process as the powerful hidden opponent of
the leading Russian scientific and educational intelligence.
History of this question is formed such at which the carrier of the leading Russian scientific and educational intelligence forms the maximum scientific and educational authority to the Fatherland - Russia, and the Higher
Russian Authority actively brakes feasibility of its this activity.
The situation described by me already strongly samozapisatsya in the
Scientific and Educational History of Russia and nobody will change it any
more.
Unfortunately the Russian imperious scientific and educational mistake is based on the American scientific and educational history.
1977 the famous American physicist and the political figure
Bendzhiamin Franklin offered concepts of a positive and negative charge
of electricity.
He generalized results of the experiments and formulatedas follows.
1. Electric substance consists of extremely small particles as it is capable to get into ordinary matter, even in the most dense metals, with big ease and freedom,
without encountering at the same time noticeable resistance.
2. Particles of electric substance mutually push away each other, but they are
strongly attracted by all other matter.
3. Ordinary matter contains (usually) so much electric substance how many it can
comprise. If to add it also this substance, then it will be placed on a surface and
forms what we call the electric atmosphere; in this case say that the subject is
electrified.
Franklin wrote: "To electrify plus or minus, it is required to know only that parts
of a tube or a sphere which are rubbed attract electric fire at the time of friction
and, so take away it from a subject which makes rubbing; the same parts as soon
as their rubbing stops, seek to give fire received by them to any subject with its
smaller quantity".
Russia Georg Wilhelm Richman and Mikhail Vasilyevich Lomonosov were engaged in similar experiments, results of their researches began to be published by
the St. Petersburg academy of Sciences in 1751.

My continuation of scientific and educational results of the mentioned
great scientists of the time considers their wrong physical representations.
Of course, I am depressed by the created wrong scientific and educational situation, and the higher Russian authorities in power show content it.
I tried to present thus graphically results of the scientific and educational activity (fig. 1).
height of a package of pages of the electronic manuscript of the Latest School Textbook in
Physics and Chemistry of 205;
height of a package of pages of the electronic manuscript of the Latest University Textbook
in Physics and Chemistry of 450; The 3rd draft copies of working manuscripts of textbooks;
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packs of printersky paper.
Wrote textbooks about 10 pensioner years. Considered quantity of the bought packs of
printersky paper approximately. I remember that they were more than 30=150000 sheets.
All used electronic manuscripts did not manage to be kept.
Volume of my intellectual work (electronic manuscripts) approximately (205+450)
=655. Conditional efficiency of my scientific and educational work
(655х100)/150000=0.44.

Fig. 1. The scheme for assessment of efficiency of my intellectual work:
The fundamental science already established that inhabitants of a microcosm are
connected among themselves by constants. Their constancy – an ideal kriterialnost of
reliability.
Let's take, for example, an electron. Functionally it is connected with a proton, a
neutron, an atomic nucleus, with atom, a molecule, a photon and so on. In all mathematical
models connecting an electron with other inhabitants of a microcosm, the constants. Mathematical models connect them among themselves. At an electron, for example, - them 23 .
It means that, the revealed structure of an electron is reliable. From the received set of
constants of an electron it is impossible to reveal other structure of an electron. It can only
be specified. All constants of an electron enter mathematical models of the constants
and mathematical models of other constants, but their greatest number in mathematical models of constants of a photon.
So, secretly opposing the newest theory of a microcosm, the Russian intellectual strekbreykher openly block the Russian scientific educational progress,
brightly showing all absence at themselves mental scientific ability.
Professor's life Kanaryova on the finish, but he is happy with the main law of a
microcosm– the law of formation of ranges of atoms and ions by means of which he already proved scientific reliability of thousands of spectral lines of atoms and ions.
His scientific and educational intelligence revealed abundance of numerical criteria of
reliability which prove reliability of electromagnetic structures of electrons, protons,
neutrons of atomic nuclei, atoms, molecules and clusters definitively.
The set of constants of a microcosm of the most reliable criteria of reliability of electromagnetic structures of inhabitants of a microcosm collected by F.M. Kanaryov already a nerazrushima.
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It will long keep lack of cogitative intelligence of many state managers of Russia acting now.
The scientific novelty of a microcosm, figuratively speaking shout asks to school
studentsstudents, but the power hesitates to adopt new laws on a microcosm.

UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK IN PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

FOR THE FIRST TIME THE STUDIED LAW OF THE UNIVERSE - CONSERVATION LAW OF THE KINETIC MOMENT

h  mr2    6,626 1034  кг  м2 / c

which forms all elementary particles, Planets, Stars and Galaxies. It rotates our
earth around the Sun as well as MANY living organisms, counterclockwise.
Most of us it does pravsheruky.
PULSE REZHIN

h  m2v  1,678  1033  кг  м2 / c

The LAW of the UNIVERSE MOVES - PHOTONS SVETA SO SPEED of
300000 km/c.
Studying acts of the law of the universe is impossible
without this textbook which is in details describing its work.
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The electronic manuscript of this textbook is ready to typographical works and to rescue from the
current educational endarkenment of All Russian School students.
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1. Prolog.

The author of the textbook
in the top row on the right
the 4th class Hanskoy of
elementary school N 15.
1945

1956. The author of the textbook on a bench of Spit of
Vasilyevsky Island after the lecture at the first year of
physics department I LIE about Lorentz's transformations from which relativities of space and time follow. To agreeit or to look for the scientific truth? Search:
knockedthe head!
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